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CITY OF CALAIS
ANNUAL REPORTS
OP THE SEVERAL DEPARTMENTS OF THE 
CITY GOVERNMENT
FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR
1930 -  1931
MAY \ 2  1934
Ordered— That the reports of the several departments 
for the past year, as certified by the Auditor, be accepted 
and printed with the other reports in pamphlet form and 
the usual number bound in cloth for exchange.
Attest:
GEORGE E. NEWTON, City Clerk.
Calais, April 13th, 1931
| s s 2-3
MAYOR’S ADDRESS
When an individual has the good fortune and the confi­
dence o f his friends and fellow townsmen to the extent that 
he is continued in a public position for the third continuous  
te:m, some of the things he has to say must of necessity be 
a repetition of what he has said before, and first I am going  
to ask your consideration of such a necessity.
As you know, it has been the custom for nearly one  
hundred years, and is now the Law, that we who have been 
selected to manage the affairs of this City, shall get together  
in Public Meeting for purposes of organization.
I desire first to express my sincere thanks to my fellow  
citizens for the confidence indicated and to sa y  to you that 
no matter what success or otherwise has been attained, I per­
sonally have enjoyed the effort, and I have particularly en­
joyed my association with the several men representing the  
different divisions of the City, and together we have tried to 
do a good job.
It is with real pleasure that I continue with at least  
five members of the old board, and from what I already know  
o f  the new men who are to be with us In council, I feel sure  
the same pl easant, friendly relations of past years will con­
tinue, and I look forward to a year of good fellowship in our 
united efforts.
My purpose today is to bring to your attention som e of 
the problems that confront us, and to make recom m enda­
tions on appropriations that ore necessary this morning to 
meet the requirem ents o f  the State; but with your permission  
I will delay most of the appropriations to an adjournm ent of
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this meeting, and until I have had time to consult my as­
sociates, and he advised by them in these important matters.
It is necessary, however, at this morning’s meeting, to 
make some of our highway plans in order to be entitled to 
State Aid, and along this line I reco mmend for your ap­
proval the following amounts:
For General Highway, $14,000.00
For State Aid Highway, 1,500.00
For Sidewalks, 3,000.00
For Repairs to Bridges, 1,000.00
For Winter Roads, 3,000.00
For Maintenance 3rd Class Roads, 621.00
For Patrol Maintenance, Route No. 1, 7 65.00
For Cutting Bushes on Improved Roads, 150.00
The physical condition of our City is about -as it was a 
year ago. The several departments seem to be functioning 
well, and whatever I might say about most, would have to 
be along lines similar to what I said a year >ago.
Many cities and towns in our Commonwealth are at this 
time committing themselves to a financial program for the 
year to come. The trend is particularly serious in these days 
of business recession, depleted tax revenues, and the need of 
larger budgets for the relief of the needy and unemployed, 
and unless this situation soon halts and better times come 
along, it would seem that we must confine our outlays to 
projects that are strictly necessary and not merely desirable.
We of today must not be indifferent to an inevitable 
time when the sagging weight of debts must finally be paid 
off, and without impairment to current expenses.
About here I have a confession to make. During the 
year 19 29 we tried for a year of strict economy, and during 
that year withstood the clamor of those who felt that our 
Highways were not what they should be, and following this 
policy we made considerable- success in Debt Reduction. Here 
is the confession: In 1930, weakening under this continual 
clamor, we gave way, and to some extent our roads were 
improved, but we did not get as far in debt reduction.
Under ordinary circumstances, we would probably not 
worry much over that, but now, unfortunately, a situation 
presents itself in the shape of a very serious condition of 
“Public W elfare” brought about by general hard time.;, and 
it would seem really necessary at this time that we go back
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to first principles and more rigid economy.
The particular need in the present economic situation  
is a check to expenditures, if we can bring it about, rather 
than to find a solution o f this very serious welfare problem, 
by the roadway of added expenditures and new taxes, as the  
advocates of “Welfare R elief” and the solvers of the “Pro* 
lem of Unemployment” in ours and other States have advised 
I do admit however that some additional’ revenue is un­
doubtedly needed as a temporary measure this year to tide 
towns and cities over difficulties resulting from increased 
expenditures for welfare relief.
One o f  the reasons why cost of government in cities 
is so high, is that we have fallen heir to various public ser­
vices made necessary or demanded of us by legislative action. 
The Legislature, for example, passes a law providing for 
maintenance on Third Class Roads: A certain percentage of 
all monies expended on Third Class Roads in the town for 
perhaps three or four years back. This road may not re­
quire a quarter of this am ount for bushing and scraping up, 
but we must, under the law, appropriate the set amount and 
go on and expend it, if not on maintenance, then on new 
construction.
I just mention this as an exam ple of some of the items  
in our appropriations which are made because we are com­
pelled by law to make them.
SCHOOLS
Our schools are, I think, of a high standard, and my 
regret is that we cannot hope to increase our allowance to 
that branch of our Civic Life in the face of other present 
demands.
We do want as far as possible— all of u s— that our boys 
and g il ls  be developed into men and women intellectually  
and tem peram entally fitted to take their places in shaping  
the destinies of the town and nation; and furtherm ore our  
work for young people wants to be and must be a joy rather  
than just the fulfilling of an obligation. They are our hope  
and our salvation if we give them the right beginning, and  
most of us realize that character is moulded principally in 
the earlier years.
FINANCES
Finances, that is city finances, to most people means  
just “ How Do We Stan d ?” and I have to adm it that for
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reasons explained in the confession previously made, we have 
not reduced the Net City Debt in the year just passed to the 
same extent as of the year before, but there has taken place 
a substantial reduction, and we go at it again with the hope 
that we shall have backbone enough to STOP.
This stopping however is a hard thing to bring about 
when as you all know, so many are clamoring for a job, and 
when the influence of Unemployment Societies over state and 
nation is all the while along the line of encouraging public 
work to alleviate this lack of unemployment.
A copy of the Auditor’s recapitulation is on hand here 
for those desiring same. The Treasurer’s books have been 
audited and found correct, but owing to the fact of his be­
ing at the moment in a Boston Hospital, we thought best 
not to submit a  report or statement for him except over his 
own signature, and I promise you the publication of such re  ^
port a little later on his return to the city.
With these ideas, as well as many others, I wish to state 
for myself and for my council, that o’Ur chief aim and ambi­
tion will be to justify your confidence, and with a promise to 
give you our best effort for the welfare of the City of Calais 
we start our Administration.
NED H. MURCHI.E, Mayor.
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CITY GOVERNMENT, 1930-31
Mayor,
NED H. MURCHIE
Board of Aldermen,
Ward 1, Henry B. Colson
Ward 2, James L. Johnson
Ward 3, Howard E. Lello
Word 4, Percy Adams
Ward 5, Kenneth J. Thomas
Ward 6, Benjamin E. Gardner 
Ward 7, Hiram A. Newman
City Clerk,
GEORGE E. NEWTON
President of Board of Aldermen, 
HOWARD E, LELLO
Regular meetings Monday after  the first Tuesday of each 
month,
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STANDING COMMITTEES
Schools— Aldermen Colson, Newman, Adams.
Street Lighting— Aldermen Lello, Johnson, Newman.
City Property— Aldermen Gardner, Colson, Newman. 
Contingent— Aldermen Johnson, Thomas, Gardner.
New Streets— Aldermen Gardner, Lello, Johnson.
Poor— Aldermen Adams, Lello, Colson.
Finance— Mayor, Aldermen Newman, Thomas, Adams. 
Highway— Mayor, Aldermen Newman, Gardner, Johnson. 
Police— Aldermen Lello, Thomas, Johnson.
Fire— Aldermen Thomas, Adams, Colson.
CITY OFFICERS
City Clerk,
City Treasurer,
City Solicitor,
City Physician and Health Officer,
Collector of Taxes,
Supt. of Highway,
Overseer of Poor,
Chief Engineer of Fire Department,
Second Engineer,
Supt. of Alarms and Building Inspector, Chas. V. Gillis 
City Marshal, Robert C. Kerr, Jr.
Auditor and Accountant. M. Bradish
Deputy Marshal, Calais, George A. McNelly
Deputy Marshal, Red Beach. Arthur T. Lane
Police, Milltown, Adniram Johnson
Police, Calais, Howard E. Eye
Police, Calais, William McNamara
George E. Newton 
J. M. Beckett 
H. J. Dudley 
Dr. C. E. Cook 
Homer E. Hartford 
George A. MacDonald 
Ernest E. Higgins 
Charles V. Gillis 
Ray A. Foley
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Supt. of Cemetery, Calais,
Supt. of Cemetery, Red Beach,
Member of School 'Committee, 3 years, 
Member of Park Commission, 2 years, 
Member of Park Commission, 2 years, 
Driver of Hose 1,
Driver of Hose 2,
Driver of City Team,
Melvin Simpson 
George T. Wilson  
Frank R. Bailey 
Josephine C. Moore 
Harriet Gardner 
Ernest A. Lesuer 
Walter Barnard 
W illiam H. Young
LIBRARY AND READING ROOM
Mary S. Curran, 
Reed V. Jewett, 
Alice L. Todd 
Edward Lamb 
J. M. Beckett  
Reed V. Jewett
Clarence Trimble, 
Bertha E. Boyd,
President
Secretary
Trustees
Auditor
Librarian
BOARD OF REGISTRATION
C. P. Rutherford Robert S. Gray
Roy G. Ryan George E. Newton
ASSESSORS
Smith Adams Charles Arnold
H. A. Peterson
MUNICIPAL COURT
James M. Beckett, Judge Geo. Downes, Recorder
Judge Beckett died M-ay 22, 1930.
Geo. Downes, Judge E. A. W oodman, Recorder
SCHOOLS
Willard H. Phinney, Superintendent
Mrs. Mina Murchie 
Mr. George B. Bates,
Mr. Frank R. Bailey  
Committee
Mr. Phinney resigned in June and Mr. Fred C. English  
was elected Superintendent.
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■CONSTABLES
Charles V. Gillis 
Howard E. Ey©
James Burgess 
Willis Hill 
Melvin Simpson 
Bertram Johnson 
Clarence Lee .
Charles N. Tapley 
James Tracy
HOSE CO.
Walter Cole 
Charles Creamer 
George Breen 
James Tracy 
Edward Tracy
William Shattuck 
Albert Greenlaw 
Charles Noble 
Ray Foley  
Bert Ross 
Jack Creamer 
Harvey Smith 
L. C. Maxwell 
Jere T. Scott
NO. 1
Donald Emack 
George Fullerton, Sr. 
George Fullerton, Jr. 
Chester Waycott 
Stillman Farthing
Fran! • Ross 
Fred Leeman 
Bert Johnson 
Bert Ross
HOSE CO. NO. 2
Theodore McLain 
Frank Getchell 
Harold Stanhope 
Wallace Barnard
Sealer of Weights and Measures, 
Janitor of City Building,
Dog Officer,
A. O. Dennison 
Ernest A. Lesuer 
Samuel Wilson, Sr.
•SURVEYORS 
Charles F. Murchie 
Henry B. Colson 
Frank H. Spinney
OF LUMBER, WOOD AND BARK
E. A. Sherrard 
Benj. E. Gardner 
George A. MacDonald
Walter Eary
SCALERS OF LOGS 
George A. MacDonald 
E. W. Sherrard
Henry B. Colson
Walter F. Eary 
Wm. Polley
Wm. H. Shattuck
FENCE VIEWERS 
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Smith Adams
AUCTIONEERS
George B. Bates
WEIGHERS AND GAUGERS
Charles Creamer 
Stephen R. Greenlaw 
Guy A. Miner 
Francis Burgess
C. P. Rutherford  
Roy Sadler 
Fred Berry 
Percy D. Adams
Inspector of Hay, S. M. Wormwood
Harbor Master, Thomas L. Greenlaw
IT
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CITY TREASURER’S REPORT
1930-1931
CHAS. P. RUTHERFORD, City Treasurer, in account with  
the City of Calais, for the financial year ending March 
31st, 1931.
Cash on hand, April 1st, 1930,
Tax of 1925,
Tax of 1926,
Tax of 1927,
Tax of 1928,
Tax of 1929,
Tax of 19 30,
Tax Deeds and Interest on Tax Deeds, 
Excise Tax on Automobiles,
Interest on Taxes,
Supplemental Tax,
Temporary Loans,
Dog Licenses,
State Bank Stock Tax,
Library B-ooks,
Third Class Roads,
State Aid Highway 
Highway Department,
State Pensions,
$4,683.18
8.13
393.05
660.72
284.41
2,047.51
143,945.23
2.285.05
7,660.29
640.85
68.10
105,279.81 ^
203.00 
4,219.56
180.00 
2,230.77  
1,974.88
15.00
312.00
Railroad and Telegraph Tax, 2,078.92
Examining and Commitment of Insane, 38.82
School Fund, 12,781.15
Refund, Mother’s Aid, 106.50
Industrial Education:
Manual Training and Domestic Science, 1,866.69
Mother’s Aid, 576.00
Porcupine Bounty, 14.50
Burial of Soldier’s Widow, 100.00
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Contingent: Telephone Refund, 7.15
Licenses, 574.00
Car Rails Sold, 700.00
Heating Court House and use of jail, 15.00
Highways:
Rock and material sold, 444.87
State Aid from Pay Rolls, 851.46
Trustees Calais Academy, 2,436.64
Insurance Collected, 875.59
Sewer Entr-ance, 2 5.00
Cemetery, for care Lots, 1,229.10
Women’s City Club, for School Nurse, 1,100.00  
Police, Municipal Court Fees, 219.65
Free High School Tuition and Trans­
portation, 1,430.00
Street Sprinkling, Calcium Chloride sold, 439.16  
Income from Lucy W entworth Trust Fund, 58.38 
Rent from Owen House, 4.00
Sale of Milltown Fire Horse, 75.00
Sam Wormwood, bal. on School House, 25.00  
Parent Teachers Association, Music in
Schools, 43 7.50
Discount on Notes, 15.76
Standard Oil Co., Rent of Band Stand for
concert, 15.00
State o f  Maine, schooling children, 60.00
Town of Robbinston, for plowing snow, 31.87  
Town of Baring, for plowing snow, 85.89
Bessie Miller, rem oving stone in Cemetery, 5.00 
Eastern Tel. & Tel. Co., repairing Main
Street, 1.50
W. H. Bunker, Iron Pipe sold, 7.00
Refunds, 61.73
Correction W arrant No. 22, 70.00
New England Trust Co.:
Free Library and Reading Room, 845.93
Poor W idow’s Fund, 624.24
Free Hospital and Medicine Fund, 624.75
Calais Fuel Fund, 632.49
Reimbursement from Cemetery Trust
F u n d - 3 4 4 . 9 8
Catholic Cemetery, Income Trust  Fund, 10.10
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Cemetery Trust Funds, Calais Cemetery:
Harvey W. Tarbell Lot, ' 100.00
Fannie C. Mayhew Lot, 100.00
Edward Roix Lot, 100.00
Chas. B. Gardner Lot, 100.00
Ashley St. Clair lot, 100.00
Jos. C. Rockwood Lot, 100.00
A. A. Milligan Lot, 100.00
John G. Scott Lot, 100.00
Augusta M. Kimball Lot, 100.00
Smith Munson Lot, 100.00
Chas. E. Cochran Lot, 100.00
$311,137.83
DISBURSEMENTS
Paid out per Orders and Warrants, $310,969.69  
Balance to New Account, 168.17
$311,137.86
CHAS. P. RUTHERFORD, City Treasurer.
We have examined the accounts and vouchers of the 
City Treasurer and find the same correct.
N.ED H. MURCHIE, Mayor. 
PERCY D. ADAMS 
HIRAM A. NEWMAN
Finance Committee-'
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CHASE POOR FUND
The  fund a t  opening of fiscal year  was invested as fol­
lows:
Used by City, on which 4 % is paid, $33,606.58 
1 share  F i r s t  National Bank, Por t land ,
Maine, 100.00
U. S. L iber ty  Bonds, F o u r th  Loan, 4,000.00
i Bonds of In d ia n a  Rai lway & L igh t  Co.,
5’s, due  Jan .  1, 1943, 3,000.00
4 0 shares  7%  P re fe r r ed  Stock, Bangor
Hydro  Electr ic  Co.,
Special Deposit,  In te rn a t io n a l  T r u s t  &
4,000.00
Banking  Company,
1
12,750.00
$57,456.58
i
The  income for the  year  end ing
| been.
March 31st, 1931, has
In te re s t  from F o u r t h  Liber ty  Bonds, $ 170.00
In te re s t  from City of Calais, 1,344.26
Dividends from F i r s t  Nat ional  Bank,  
In te re s t  from Stock, B angor  Hydro
8.00
Elec tr ic ,
In te r e s t  from Bonds,  I n d ia n a  Rai lway
350.00
and  L ig h t  Co.,
In te r e s t  from Special  Deposit ,  In te r -
150.00
n a t iona l  T r u s t  & B an k in g  Co., 
g  I n t e r e s t  from In te rn a t io n a l  T r u s t  & 
B an k in g  Company,  a cc u m u la te d
512.87
in pas t  years, 241.66
Tota l  Income, $2,776.79
Cash on han d  March 31, 1930, 231.51
$3 ,008.30
i
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Disbursed as follows:
Beneficiaries, $2,440.00
Accountant, 100.00
Rent Safety Deposit Box, • 3.00
$2,543.00
Unexpended income on hand March 
31, 1931, $465.30
Distributed to beneficiaries during
year, $ 2,440.00
Previously distributed, 77,880.59
Total distribution in forty-three years, $80,320.59
TRUST FUNDS OTHER THAN CHASE 
POOR FUNDS
Trusts Under Will of James S. Pike, Received of New Eng­
land Trust Company
City of Calais, Trustee for Free Library 
and Calais Free Library aoid Read­
ing Room Fund, $845.93
Calais Fuel Fund, received this year, 632.49
Calais Fuel Fund, balance on hand, 3 32.37
Calais Poor Widow’s Fund, received
this year, 624.24
Calais Hospital and Free Medicine Fund,
received this year, 624.75
16
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Disbursements
Credited Free Library and Reading
Room Fund, $845.93
Calais Fuel Fund, 632.49
Paid balance to Mrs. Lord, Fuel Fund, 332.37  
Balance on band, 1,248.99
$3,059.78
LUCY G. WENTWORTH FUEL FUND
The Lucy G. Wentworth Fund is invested as follo-ws: 
Bangor & Aroostook 4% Bonds, $1,000.00
Special Deposit, Ink Trust & Banking
Company, 4%, 455.00
Total Fund, $1,455.00
Received income for year, $58.38
Credited Poor Department, $58.38
CEMETERY TRUST FUND
Cash on hand April 1st, 1931, $1,681.40
Interest on Special Deposit, International 
Trust & Banking Co. and Liberty 
Bonds, $589.52
$2,220.92
CALAIS CEMETERY
Disbursements
Care of James Agnew Lot, $3.60
Armstrong-Gould Lot, 2.75
Henry A. Balcom Lot, 3.60
Dwight B. Barnard Lot, 2.25
E. A. Barnard Lot, 4.10
Herbert M. Bates Lot, tc tc o
E lizabeth Bullick Lot, 3.10
H. Q. Boardman Lot, 2.20
Henry J. Burbank Lot, 2.50
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Laura Burns Lot, 2.20
Chase-Haycock Lot, 3.15
Ebenezer B. Chick Lot, 1.10
Coe Lot, 1.50
Clapp-Collins Lot, 2.20
Frederick W. Cochran Lot, 1.10
Collins-McAllister Lot, 6.05
J. L. Cooper Lot, 4.10
J. M. Cochran Lot, 2.15
C. -S. Crossett Lot, 2.10
Christopher A. Cunningham Lot, 2.10
Walter L. Dixon Lot, 4.00
Cornelius Ellis Lot, 2.40
'Easterbrook Lot, 3.20
G. W. Eye Lot, 2.65
W. J. Fowler Lot, 2.25
Herbert C. Flewelling Lot, 2.10
Florence Glew Lot, 2.00
David Gordon Lot, 7.10
Sarah Gaskell Lot, 2.25
Ephraim C. Gates Lot, . 4.05
Wm. A. Gower Lot, 2.10
Goodnow-Vose Lot, 2.15
George W. Goodman Lot, 3.00
Archibald Halliday Lot, 2.90
Hallowell-Hill Lot, 5.45
Henry F. Hanson Lot, 2.10
E. B. Harvey Lot, 2.60
Ellis R. Hitchings Lot, 2.50
John R. and Olive M. Higgins Lot, 2.20
John Jackson Lot, 1.30
Wm. C. Jenner Lot, 3.20
W. J. Jones Lot, 2.60
Ed. W. Ravanaugh Lot, 4.20
Samuel T. King Lot, 2.70
W,m. Keene Lot, 2.20
Nathaniel Lamb Lot, 2.25
Geo. A. Lowell & H. N. Hill Lot, 2.10
Samuel Langley Lot, 3.10
Gilman N. Moore Lot, 0.00
Leander Leavitt Lot, 2.60
Levi L. Lowell Lot, 2.15
Reuben Lowell Lot, 2.10
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W. L. McAllister Lot, 2.25
Chas. McBride Lot, 2.20
Andrew McCullough Lot, 9.75
Wm. McDonald Lot, 3.20
Daniel McLean Lot, 3.15
J. H. McMann Lot, 2.60
Abiah N. McPhail Lot, 2.25
Wm. Mailoch Lot, .75
Laura L\ Miller Lot, 2.25
S. D. Morrill Lot, 4.00
Oliver-Ward Lot, 2.20
J. S. Olmstead Lot, 2.25
Melissa Palmer Lot, 5.75
Martha Perry Lot, 2.40
James Phelan Lot, 12.60
F. A. & H. Pike Lot, 6.80
S. G. Pike Lot, 4.90
Josiah H. Pineo Lot, 21.02
Harvey T. Potter Lot, 2.60
John Prescott Lot, 16.81
Sewell S. Quimby Lot, 2.60
Otis Reding-Tyler Lot, 4.60
Dunning Rideout Lot, 2.45
Samuel Rideout Lot, 1.30
James Robbins Lot, 4.00
Charles B. Rounds Lot, 1.55
W. W. & F. E. Sawyer Lot, 2.80
R. J, H. Saunders Lot, 2.00
Amy M. Shorey Lot, 3.20
Alonzo Smith Lot, 2.50
Smith-Eales Lot, 2.40
Spinney-Franklin Lot, 3.10
Stephen Spinney Lot, 2.15
W. H. C. Stearns Lot, 2.05
J. H. Stickney Lot, 2.40
0 . S. Tarbox Lot, 2.55
Townsend-Dinsmore Lot, 2.15
Treat-Jonee Lot, 2.40
J. M. Trott  Lot, 3.10
Seymour-V&azie Lot, 3.20
G. M. Wentworth Lot, 3.50
W. H. Wheaton Lot, 9.00
Edgar Whidden Lot, 3.40
10
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Charles R. Whidden Lot, 2.50
E. C. Wilder Lot, - 1.65
Woodcoek-Brackett Lot, 3.20
J. N. Young Lot, 3.20
Benj. Young Lot, 1.95
A. A. Milligan Lot, .95
Ashley St. Clair Lot, 1.00
Augusta M. Kimball Lot, .90
John W. Scott Lot, .85
Chas. B. Gardner Lot, 1.20
Jos. C. Rockwood Lot, 1.35
Haa'vey C. Tarbell Lot, 1.40
Frances C. Mayhew Lot, 1.15
CATHOLIC CEMETERY
Paid to Rev. George J. Pettit, Director:
Pierce-Murray Lot, $6.06
Thomas H. Toomeyl Lot, 4.04
Red Beach Cemetery
Carlon Buffurn Lot, 4.00
$355.08
Catholic Cemetery
Paid to Rev. George J. Pettit, Director:
Pierce-Murray Lot, 6.06
Thomas H. Tourney Lot, 4.04
$ 10 .10
Unused income to New Account, $1,347.49
$1,947.59
All Cemetery Trust Funds are invested in Liberty 
Bonds or deposited in separate accounts in the International 
Trust and Banking Company at 4%. Amounts of principal 
and interest are as follows:
U nexpended  T o ta l 
A ccrued  During- U n ex - 
P r in c ip a l Incom e Y ear pended
$100.00 $29.42 $1.62 $31.04
100.00 10.31 1.69 12.00
20
James Agnew, 
Armstrong-Gould,
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U n e x p e n d e d  T o ta l
P r in c ip a l
A cc ru e d
In co m e
D u rin g
Y ear
U n e x ­
p en d ed
Henry A. Balcom, 100.00 21.95 1.51 23.46
Dwight B. Barnard, 100.00 3.33 1.91 5.24
E. A. Barnard, 100.00 2.20 ,02 2.22
H. M. Bates, 100.00 4.42 2.00 6.42
Howard Boardman, 100.00 4.42 2.00 6.42
Elizabeth Bullick, 100.00 26.26 1.98 28.24
Laura Burns, 100.00 16.59 2.69 19.28
Henry J. Burbank, 100.00 10.37 2.15 12.52
Chase-Haycock, 100.00 4.74 1.05 5.79
Coe, 100.00 2.14 2.62 4.76
Ebenezer B. Chick, 100.00 12.76 3.44 16.20
■Clapp-Collins, 100.00 17.04 2.52 19.56
Frederick W. Cochran, 100.00 3.07 3.06 6.13
M. J. Cochran, 100.00 16.43 2.53 18.96
ColIins-McAllister, 100.00 29.83 - .8 3 29.00
J. L. Cooper, 100.00 23.55 .88 24.43
‘C. S. Crossett, 100.00 8.55 2.26 10.81
Christopher A. Cunningham,
200.00 5.34 6.18 11.52
Walter L. Dixon, 100.00 9.23 .61 9.84
Easterbrook, 150.00 39.33 4.44 43.77
Cornelius Ellis, 100.00 26.84 2.70 29.54
George W. Eye, 100.00 16.51 2.24 18.75
William J. Fowler, 100.00 7.22 2.07 9.29
Herbert E. Flewelling, 100.00 1.00 1.98 2.98
Sarah Gaskell, 100.00 25.45 2.79 28.24
Ephraim C. Gabes, 100.00 .39 - .0 1 .38
Wm. A. Gower, 100.00 2.00 2.02 4.02
Florence Glew, 100.00 6.76 2.28 9.04
David Gordon, 100.00 4.26 -2 .9 0 1.36
Goodnow-Vose, 100.00 7.42 2.17 9.59
George W. Goodman, 100.00 2.33 1.10 3.43
Archibald Hallidtfy, 100.00 8.63 1.46 10.09
Hallowell-I-Iill, 200.00 113.15 7.19 120.34
Henry F. Hanson, 100.00 2.32 2.02 4.34
E. B. Harvey, 100.00 32.80 2.74 35.54
John R. and Olive M. Higgins,
100.00 2.57 1.92 4.49
Ellis R. Hitchings, 100.00 8.72 1.86 10.58
John Jackson, 100.00 6.71 2.98 9.69
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U n ex p en d ed  T o ta l
P rin c ip a l
A ccrued
Incom e
D u rin g
Y ear
U n e x ­
pended
Wm. 'C. Jenner, 100.00 9.25 1.20 10.45
W. F. Jones, 100.00 8.63 1.76 10.39
Edw. W. Kavanaugh, 200.00 15.82 4.50 20.32
William Keene, 100.00 4.80 2.00 6.80
Samuel T. King, 100.00 6.66 1.58 8.24
Nathaniel Lamb, 100.00 3.46 1.91 5.37
Samuel Langley 100.00 11.64 1.59 13.23
Leander Leavitt, 100.00 9.67 1.80 11.47
Geo. A. Lowell & H. N. Hill,
100.00 1.97 1.98 3.95
Levi L. Lowell, 100.00 9.71 2.25 11.96
Reuben Lowell, 100.00 1.33 1.98 3.31
Wm. L. McAllister, 100.00 19.58 2.55 22.13
Chas. McBride, 100.00 20.02 2.64 22.66
Andrew McCullough, 100.00 9.67 -5.35 4.32
Wm. McDonald, 100.00 32.61 2.14 34.75
Daniel McLain, 100.00 17.97 1.59 19.56
J. H. McMann, 100.00 29.86 2.83 32.69
Abiah N. McPhail, 100.00 25.73 2.81 28.54
Laura L. Miller, 100.00 4.99 1.97 6.96
Gilman N. Moore, 100.00 11.64 4.69 16.33
S. D. Morrill, 100.00 18.65 .78 19.43
Oliver-Ward, 100.00 12.32 2.32 14.64
J. S. Olmstead, 100.00 9.58 2.15 11.73
Melissa Palmer, 100.00 9.34 -1 .35 7.99
Harvey T. Potter, 100.00 1.35 1.48 2.83
Martha Perry, 100.00 10.54 2.04 12.58
James Phelan, 500.00 58.40 9.94 68.34
F. A. & H. Pike, 200.00 66.86 3.96 70.82
S. G. Pike, 300.00 93.62 10.98 104.60
Josiah H. Pineo, 400.00 36.58 -3.40 33.18
John Prescott, 500.00 169.24 10.84 180.08
Sewall S. Quimby, 100.00 9.12 1.80 10.92
Otis-Reding-Tyler, 200.00 10.29 3.88 14.17
Dunning Rideout, 100.00 9.58 1.95 11.53
Samuel Rideout, 100.00 1.39 2.78 4.17
James Robbins, 100.00 21.52 1.09 22.61
Charles B. Rounds, 100.00 2.87 2.57 5.44
W. W. & Frances E. Sawyer
100.00 24.18 2.20 26.38
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U n e x p e n d e d  T o ta l
A ccru ed D u rin g U n e x ­
P r in c ip a l In co m e Y ear p en d ed
R. J. H. Saunders, 100.00 1.95 2.08 4.03
Seymour-Veazie, 100.00 43.01 2.56 45.57
Amy M. Shorey, 100.00 23.23 1.76 24.99
Alonzo Smith, 100.00 12.03 2.02 14.05
Smith-Eales, 100.00 3.88 1.76 5.64
Spinney-Franklin, 100.00 10.57 1.34 11.91
Stephen Spinney, 100.00 3.11 2.01 5.12
Wm. H. C. Stearns, 100.00 5.73 2.19 7.92
J. H. Stickney, 100.00 9.52 2.00 11.52
O. S. Tarbox, 100.00 11.84 1.95 13.79
Townsend-Dinsmore, 100.00 6.98 2.15 9.13
TreatiJones, 100.00 17,<5 4 2.32 19.86
J. M. Trott, 100.00 14.18 1.50 15.68
G. M. Wentworth, 100.00 21.30 1.38 22.68
W. H. Wheaton, 100.00 11.76 -4 .5 2 7.24
Chas. R .Whidden, 100.00 1.60 1.58 3.18
Edgar Whidden, 100.00 17.92 1.34 19.26
E. C. Wilder, 100.00 2.67 2.47 5.14
Woodcook-Brackett, 200.00 30.14 6.50 36.64
Benj. Young, 100.00 1.93 2.13 4.06
J. N. Young, 100.00 22.77 1.74 24.51
A. A. Milligan, 100.00 2.07 2.07
Ashley St. Clair, 100.00 2.02 2.02
Augusta M. Kimball, 100.00 1.43 1.43
John W. Scott, 100.00 1.48 1.48
Chas. B. Gardner, 100.00 1.82 1,82
Chas. C. Cochrane, 100.00 1.33 1.33
Edward Roix, 100.00 1.33 1.33
Jos. C. Rockwood, - 100.00 1.67 1.67
Harvey Tarbell, 100.00 1.62 1.62
Frances C. Mayhew, 
Smith Munson,
100.00
100.00
1.87 1.87
Wm. Malloch,
Inot perpetual care)
40.00 10.94 1.27 12.21
Red Beach Cemetery
Unexpended Total 
Accrued D uring Unox-
Prlnclpal Income Year pended
Carlon Buffum, 100.00 21.66 .90 22.55
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CATHOLIC CEMETERY
Pierce-Murray,
P rin c ip a l
150.00
A ccru ed
rncom e
6.06
U nexpended
D u rin g
Y ear
T o ta l
U n e x ­
pended
6.06
Thos. H. Toomey, 100.00 4.04 4.04
250.00 10.10 10.10
Interest is payable to Pastor of Church of Immaculate 
Conception as director of Catholic Cemetery.
Expended during year
$340.98 
10.10 
4.00
Calais Cemetery, 
Catholic Cemetery, 
Red Beach Cemetery,
$355.08
TOTAL CEMETERY TRUST FUNDS
Principal Unexpended Income
Calais Cemetery, $12,990.00 $1,914.94
Red Beacli Cemetery, 100.00 22.55
Catholic Cemetery, 250.00
$1,937.49
$13,340.00
Unexpended income, $1,937.49
$15,277.49
SUMMARY OF TRUST FUNDS 
EXCLUSIVE OF CHASE POOR FUND
Balance on hand April 1, 1930:
Cemetery Trust Fund, $1,703.05
Calais Fuel Fund, 332.37
Received during year:
Income Cemetery Trust Fund, 589.52
Income Lucy G. Wentworth Trust
Fund, 58.38
Income under J. S. Pike Will, 2,727.41
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$5,410.73
ANNUAL REPORTS OP THE CITY OF CALAIS
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS
Under Will of James S. Pike, $1,478.42
Under Lucy G. Wentworth Trust Fund, 58.38 
Under Cemetery Trust Fund, 355.08
Undrawn balance Cemetery Trust Fund, 1,937.49 
Undrawn balance Calais Fuel Fund, 332.37
Undrawn balance, 1,248.99
$5,410.73
We certify that we 'have examined the above securities 
belonging to the above named Trusts and find the same 
correct.
NED H. MURCHJE, Mayor 
PERCY  D. ADAMS 
HIRAM A. NEWMAN
Finance Committee
Correct: M. BRADISH, Auditor.
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AUDITOR’S
Showing the Receipts and Expenditures of the !
A p p ro p ria tio n C red its
Abatements, ........................ 8 2,000.00
Anti-Tuberculosis, ............ 75.00
Boy Scouts, ........................ 150.00
Calais Cemetery,.............. 800.00 1,234.10
Calais Catholic Cemetery, 200.00
Cemetery, Red Beach,. . . 125.00
Calais Band,........................ 300.00
Compensation Insunance, 629.72
Contingent, ..................... 7,800.00 7,890.79
City Building Expenses, 1,200.00
City Building Repairs,. . . 400.00
Dependent Children,. . . . 1,650.00
Discount on Taxes, .......... 1,000.00
Election Expenses, .......... 1,500.00
Fire Department and 
Hydrant Rent, .............. 16,500.00 75.00
Forest Fires , ..................... 1,300.00
Health..................................... 300.00
Interest, ............................... 6,500.00 656.61
Library Expenses,............ 1,800.00 .20
Library Repairs, .............. 250.00
Libary Book Account, . . 2,055.69
Memorial Day,................... 125.00
Mother’s Aid....................... 600.00 682.50
New Hose, ............................ 300.00 300.00
Police, ................................. 4,750.00 219.65
Poor......................................... 4,500.00 295.18
Parks Expense,................... 250.00 15.00
Repairs on Almshouse,. . 200.00
Payment of Serial Bond, 3,000.00
Salaries................................... 3,850.00
Highway, ............................ 14,000.00 11,217.07
STATEMENT
Departments for the Year Ending March 31, 1931
Avai lab le E xp ended U n d ra w n Overdraw n
2 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 , 3 1 9 . 4 6 $ 6 8 0 . 5 4
7 5 . 0 0 7 5 . 0 0
1 5 0 . 0 0 1 5 0 . 0 0
2 , 0 3 4 . 1 0 1 , 8 6 5 . 5 7 1 6 8 . 5 3
2 0 0 . 0 0 2 0 0 . 0 0
1 2 5 . 0 0 1 2 4 . 6 3 .37
3 0 0 . 0 0  . 3 0 0 . 0 0
6 2 9 . 7 2 6 2 9 . 7 2
1 5 , 6 9 0 . 7 9 8 , 5 1 5 . 4 4 7 , 1 7 5 . 3 5 l
1 , 2 0 0 . 0 0 1 , 0 4 0 . 5 7 1 5 9 . 4 3 i
4 0 0 . 0 0 1 3 5 . 1 2 2 6 4 . 8 8
1 , 6 5 0 . 0 0 8 7 3 . 2 7 7 7 6 . 7 3
1 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 8 7 7 . 8 2 1 2 2 . 1 8 !
1 , 5 0 0 . 0 0 1 , 2 6 8 . 1 3 2 3 1 . 8 7
1 6 , 5 7 5 . 0 0 1 6 . 2 9 8 . 5 5 2 7 6 . 4 5
1 , 3 0 0 . 0 0 1 , 0 4 6 . 6 3 2 5 3 . 3 7
3 0 0 . 0 0 2 8 2 . 7 5 1 7 . 2 5
7 , 1 5 6 . 6 1 6 , 4 5 0 . 9 9 7 0 5 . 6 2
1 , 8 0 0 . 2 0 1 , 5 9 5 . 0 2 2 0 5 . 1 8
2 5 0 . 0 0 4 0 8 . 9 6 1 5 8 . 9 6
2 , 0 5 5 . 6 9 9 2 5 . 2 9 1 , 1 3 0 . 4 0
1 2 5 . 0 0 1 2 5 . 0 0
1 , 2 8 2 . 5 0 5 0 4 . 5 0 7 7 8 . 0 0
6 0 0 . 0 0 6 0 0 . 0 0
4 , 9 6 9 . 6 5 5 , 3 2 5 . 6 7 3 5 6 . 0 2
4 , 7 9 5 . 1 8 5 , 9 9 7 . 1 4 1 , 2 0 1 . 9 6
2 6 5 . 0 0 2 4 6 . 6 1 1 8 . 3 9
2 0 0 . 0 0 2 0 0 . 0 0
3 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 3 , 0 0 0 . 0 0
3 , 8 5 0 . 0 0 3 , 8 5 0 . 0 0
2 5 , 2 1 7 . 0 7 2 9 , 3 0 6 . 0 7 4 , 0 8 9 .0 0
.S C  *  I ? r i s ..................................................................
S t r e e t  L i g h t i n g , ....................
S t r e e t  S p r i n k l i n g ...................
S t a t e  A id  H i g h w a y .............
S i d e w a l k s ....................................
B r i d g e s .......................................
T h i r d  C la s s  H ig h w a y ,  . . 
3 r d  C la s s  H ig h w a y  M a in ­
t e n a n c e ....................................
C u t t i n g  B u s h e s  on  I m ­
p r o v e d  R o a d ........................
S n o w  R e m o v a l  a n d
E q u i p m e n t .............................
P a y m e n t  o f  M o r a n g -
R o b in s o n  N o t e ...................
S t a t e  T a x ....................................
C o u n ty  T a x , ............................
C o m m o n  S c h o o l s ...................
S e c o n d a r y  S c h o o l ,  ..............
M a n u e l  T r a i n i n g  S ch o o l ,
D o m e s t i c  S c i e n c e , ..............
P h y s i c a l  E d u c a t i o n , ............
S c h o o l  N u r s e ...........................
S c h o o l  S u p e r v i s o n ................
S c h o o l  S u p p l i e s , ....................
S c h o o l  R e p a i r s .........................
S c h o o l  B o o k s , .........................
S c h o o l  I n s u r a n c e , .................
S c h o o l  A t t e n d a n c e  Officer, 
S c h o o l  M u sic  
T o ta l s ,
T o t a l  A p p r o p r i a t i o n s ,  
*’ C r e d i t s ,
”  A v a i l a b le ,
”  E x p e n d e d
1,000.uu 25.00
5,050.00
1,400.00 656.96
3,000.00 2,773.34
1,500.00 26.55
500.00
2,230.77
443.00
150.00
5,500.00 4,117.76
750.00
24,351.56
9,993.98
14,642.25 12,257.22
6,302.46 7,199.70
629.99 1,236.69
1,340.43
1,629.00 1,350.00
300.00 1,200.00
1,451.20
4,270.47 40.29
5,134.24 799.87
2,784.39
400.00
200.00 
437.50
$167,73 7.26 ’ $60,533.87
....................  $167,737.26
......................  60,533.87
$228,271.13
216,653.91
Undrawn, 11,617.22
592.981.525.00
5.050.00 
2,056.96 
5,773.34 
1,526.55
500.00 
2,230.77
443.00
150.00
9.617.76
750.00 
24,351.56
9,993.98
26,899.47
13,502.16
1, 866.68
1,340.43
2.979.00
1.500.00 
1,451.20
4.310.76 
5,934.11 
2,784.39
400.00
200.00 
437.50
$228,271 13_
932.02
5,075.76
1,324.60
5,8.11.08
1,526.55
518.58
2,349.72
442.54
96.25
6.632.00
750.00
24,351.56
9,993.98
28,011.58
12,721.98
1,861.86
1,229.28
2.859.00
1.500.00 
1,451.20 
5,871.93 
4,705.56 
2,289.44
322.03
50.00
437.50
$216,653^91
732.36
.46
53.75
2,985.76
780.18
4.82
111.15
120.00
1,228.55
494.95
77.97
150.00
$20,297.47
$294.34
1,130.40
25.76
37.74
18.58
118.95
1,112.11
1,561.17
$8,680.25
1,424.74
10,192.48
$11,617.22
Less Undrawn School bal.
carried forw’d to 19 32, 
Bal. of Library Book Acct.
Carried forw’d to 19 3 2, 
Net Undrawn to City Int.,
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AUDITOR’S STATEMENT
Showing the Assets and Liabilities of City of Calais, March
31st, 1931
ASSETS
Municipal Building and Lot, 
Library Building and Lot, 
School Buildings and Lots, 
Academy Building for Repairs, 
Fire Houses and Lots,
Poor Farm and Buildings, 
McLeod Farm,
Store House and Lot, Main St., 
Store House and Lot, Union .St.,
$25,000.00
12,000.00
83.000. 00
21.000. 00
7.500.00 
6,000.00
2.500.00 
1,000.00
4.224.00
Ward 3 Building and Lot, Monroe St., 1,500.00 
Crusher Plant, 1,500.00
Public Parks,
Pike Lot on River Road,
Gravel Lots,
Bog Lots, Milltown,
Land on Pleasant Street,
Owen House and Lot, Milltown.
8,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
200.00
100.00
300.00
Highway Apparatus, including Horses,
Wagons, Trucks, Rollers, etc., 12,771.00 
Fire Apparatus, including Horses,
Trucks, Hose, Alarm System, etc., 15,500.00
Furniture, etc., in City Building, 
Books in Library,
Books in Schools,
Chloride and Tarvia,
500.00
4.500.00
5.100.00 
1,170.70
Uncollected Tax of 19 23, 
Uncollected Tax of 1924, 
Uncollected Tax of 19?5, 
Uncollected Tax of 1326,
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$215,265.70
$1,147.00 
1,202.07 
1,995.62 
8,116.69
ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE CITY OF CALAIS
Uncollected Tax of 1927, 
Uncollected Tax of 1928, 
Uncollected Tax of 1929, 
Uncollected Tax of 1930,
1.862.77
2.113.78 
3,53.3.85 
6,740.14
Tax Deeds, 26,656.92
Due from State for Soldier’s Pensions, 
Due from State for Porcupine Bounty, 
Notes Receivable,
Chas. P. Rutherford, Treas., Cash on 
hand,
Trust Fund Investments:
Chase Poor Fund,
Liberty Bonds,
Bangor Hydro Electric Co.,
First National Bank, Portland, 
International Trust & Banking Co., 
Indiana Railway and Light,
Lucy Wentworth Fund:
•Bangor & Aroostook Rail Road Bond, 
International Trust & Banking Co., 
Cemetery Trust Funds:
International Trust & Banking Co. 
and Liberty Bonds,
78.00
8 . 0 0
144.95
168.17
4.000. 00
4.000. 00 
100.00
12,750.00
3.000. 00
1 . 0 0 0 .  00
455.00
15,277.49
40,981.61
$309,6 59.15
LIABILITIES
Bonds of December 1, 1927, $86,000.00
Chase Poor Fund, 57,456.58
Lucy Wentworth Fund, 1,455.00
Building Fund, 1,960.00
Library Book Account, 1,130.40
Calais Fuel Fund, 332.49
Calais Poor W idow’s Fund, 624.24
Calais Hospital Fund, 624.75
Excise Tax balance, 6,009.34
Notes Payable, 44.229.81
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Cemetery Trust Funds, 
Balance School undrawn, 
City of Calais,
15,277.49 
- 294.34 
94,264.71
$309,659.15
Gross Assets,
Deduct Non Available Assets,
$309,659.15
$214,095.00
Available Assets, 
Net Liabilities,
$95,564.15
$215,394.44
Available Assets, 
Net Debt,
95,564.15
$119,830.29
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VALUATION AND TAXES, 1930
Real Estate,
Personal Estate,
Total Valuation,
Tax Rate, $51.00 per $1,000.00, 
Add 1,444 Polls at $3.00,
$2,320,725.00
760,165.00
$3,080,890.00
$157,125.39
4,332.00
$161,457.39
TAX COLLECTOR’S REPORT
To the Honorable Mayor and Board of Aldermen:
Gentlemen:
I respectfully submit my report showing amount of 
Taxes collected and paid to Treasurer during the fiscal year 
ending March 31, 1931.
Collected on Tax o f 1925, $ 8.13
Collected on Tax of 1926, 393.05
Collected on Tax of 1927, 660.72
Collected on Tax of 1928, 306.01
Collected on Tax of 1929, 3,074.11
Collected on Tax o f 1930, 154,717.25
Collected Interest on same, 656.61
Collected Tax Deeds, 2,285.05
Collected Supplementary Tax, 68.10
Collected Excise Tax on Automobiles, 7,660.29
$169,829.32
HOMER E. HARTFORD, Tax Collector. 
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ABATEMENTS -
Receipts
Appropriation,
Paid abatements for Warrant,
Undrawn balance to Summary,
$ 2 , 000.00
$ 2 , 000.00
$1,319.46
680.54
DISCOUNT ON TAXES
Receipts
Appropriation,
Expended for Warrant,
Undrawn to Summary,
$ 1 , 000 . 0 0
$ 1 , 000 . 0 0
$877.82
122.18
INTEREST
Appropriation,
Interest on Taxes,
Refunds on Notes,
Receipts
$6,500.00
640.85
15.76
$7,156.61
Expended per Warrants, $6,450.99
Undrawn to .Summary, 705.62
$7,156.61
PAYMENT OF MORANG ROBINSON NOTE
Received fer appropriation, $750.00
Paid note and interest, $742.00
Balance to Contingent, 8.00
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$750.00
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REPORT OF CITY SOLICITOR
To tlie Honorable Mayor and Board of Aldermen:
Gentlemen:
During the last Municipal year there was no litigation 
in which the City was a party and there is no lit igation' now 
pending.
Respectfully yours,
H. J. DUDLEY, Solicitor.
HIGHWAY
Receipts
Received for Appropriation, $14,000.00
Sale of Materials and Use of Trucks, 3,929.08
Refunds, 35.52
Asp.halt, Tarvia, etc. on hand April 1, ’31, 952.90
Contingent for amount transferred. 5,000.00
Sidewalks acct. for amt. transferred, 1,299.57
Overdrawn balance to Summary, 4,089.00
$29,300.07
Paid as per Warrants, $28,660.93
State Aid Highway, Tarvia Returned, 639.14
$29,306.07
STATE AID HIGHWAY
Receipts
R e c e iv e d  fo r  Appropriation 
R e c ’d f r o m  State of Maine,
33
$3,000.00
1,974.88
a n n u a l  r e p o r t s  o f  t h e  c i t y  o f  Ca l a i s
Highway Acct., for Tarvia Returned, 63 9.14
Overdrawn balance to Summary, - 37.74
$5,651.76
Paid as per Warrants, $1,931.74
Highway Acct. for Tarvia, 1,259.02
Highway Account, Crushed Rock and
Filler, 2,461.00
$5,651.76
SIDEWALKS
Receipts
Received for Appropriation, 
Received for Labor,
$1,500.00
26.55
Paid as per Warrants, 
Balance to Highway Acct.,
$1,526.55
$ 226.98 
1,299.57
$1,526.55
SEWERS
Receipts
Received per Appropriation, 
Received Sewer Entrance,
$1,500.00
25.00
Paid as per Warrants,
Undrawn balance to Summary,
$1,525.00
$982.02
592.98
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$1,525.00
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BRIDGES
Receipts
Received for Appropriation, $500.00
Overdrawn balance to Summary, 18.58
Paid as per Warrants,
$518.58
$518.58
THIRD CLASS HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE
Received from Appropriation, $443.00
Paid per Warrants, $442.5 4
Undrawn balance to Summary, .4 6
$443.00
CUTTING BUSHES ON IMPROVED ROADS
Received from Appropriation, $150.00
Paid as per Warrants, $96.25
Undrawn balance to Summary, 53.75
$150.00
HIGHWAY COMMISSIONER'S REPORT
T o  t h e  H o n o r a b l e  M a y o r  a n d  B o a r d  o f  A l d e r m e n :
G e n t l e m e n :  1 r e s p e c t f u l l y  s u b m i t  my r e p o r t  f o r  t h e  
fiscal y e a r  e n d i n g  M a r c h  31,  1931 .
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We began work early in April, removing snow and ice 
from the streets, cleaning catch basins and other work as 
usual. We then made repairs on the streets in different 
parts of the City.
We took up the rails left by the Street Railway Co. 
from the Lower Wharf, along Main Street and North Street, 
to Milltown, afterward repairing North Stieet from Bank 
Corner to Milltown, using crushed rock and tarvia, which 
put the street in good condition.
State Aid Highway work was done on Main Street near 
Hinkley Hill.
Third Class Highway work on Charlotte Road where 
we built a good gravel road.
The usual repairs on Sidewalks, Sewers and Bridges.
A truck and snow plow were added to the Highway 
equipment 'which gave good service in removal of snow from 
the streets.
We used the crusher about four months and crushed 
about 6000 tons of rock, some sold to other parties. The 
crusher has worked well.
The sidewalks need considerable work which will 
probably be done next season.
For financial statement please refer to the Auditor’s 
statement.
Yours truly
GEO. A. MacDONALD, Commissioner.
SPRINKLING STREETS
Receipts
Received from Appropriation 
Rec’d from Sale of Chloride, 
Chloride on hand,
$1,400.00
439.16
217.80
$2,056.96
Paid as per Warrants, 
Undrawn balance to Summary,
$1,324.60
732.36
$2,056.96
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SNOW REMOVAL AND EQUIPMENT
Receipts
Received from Appropriation, 
Rec’d from Town of Baring, 
Rec’'d from Town of Robbinston,
$5,500.00
85.89
31.87
Transfer to Highway Apparatus Acct., 4,000.00
Paid as per Warrants, 
Undrawn balance to Summary,
$9,617.76
$6,632.00
2,985.76
$9,617.76
LIGHTING STREETS
Receip ts
Received from Appropriation, 
Overdrawn balance to Summary,
$5,050.00
25.76
Paid as per Warrants,
$5,075.76
$5,075.76
POLICE
Receipts
Appropriation,
Municipal and S. J. Courts, 
Summary for Overdraft,
$4,750.00
219.65
356.02
Expended for Warrants,
37
$5,325.67
$5,325.07
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REPORT OF CITY MARSHAL
To the Honorable Mayor and Board of Aldermen of Calais:
Gentlemen: I have the honor to submit my report for
the Municipal year ending March 31, 1931.
The whole number of arrests is forty-two, and for the 
following causes:
Intoxication, 24
Larceny, 1
Assault, 1
Assault and Battery, 7
Driving car under influence of Liquor, 1
Malicious Mischief, 4
Vagrancy, 2
Affray, 2
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ROBERT C. KERR, Jr., City Marshal
REPAIRS ON ALMSHOUSE
Receipts
Received from Appropriation. $ 200.00
Expended per Warrant, 3 2, 
Transferred to Poor Account,
$ 17.40 
182.60
$200.00
POOR
Receipts
Appropriation, 
Rent of House,
$4,500.00
4.00
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Insurance Collected, 50.20
Income of Wentworth Fund, 58.38
Balance Repairs on Almshouse Aect., 182;60
Summary for Overdraft, » 1,201.9 6
$5,997.14
Expended per Warrants, $5,997.14
POOR DEPARTMENT
Appropriation, $4,500.00
Received from Other Sources, 295.18
Overdraft to Summary, 1,201.96
$5,997.14
To the Mayor and Board of Aldermen:
I respectfully submit my report for the year ending
March 31, 1930.
Receipts
From Appropriation, $4,500.00
Rent, 4.00
Insurance Refunded, 50.20
Income Lucy Wentworth Fund, 58.38
Ttansfer from Repairs on Almshouse, 182.60
Overdrawn, 1,201.96
Expended
Expenses at Almshouse,
Salary, Overseer,
Salary, City Physician,
Expenses for Poor Outside the Alms­
house,
$4,122.44
300.00
150.00
1,424.70
$5,997.14
$5,997.14
E. E. HIGGINS, Overseer of Poor 
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HEALTH OFFICER’S REPORT
To the Mayor and 'Council' of Calais:
This is my tenth annual report to you as both Health 
Officer and City Physician. It will be brief as it has been 
the year with least to report in either capacity of any of the 
ten. There has 'been one case outside the Almshouse 
requiring continuous attention for any considerable 
time. That patient died after great mental suffer­
ing. There has been the usual amount of police
work but nothing of especial note. At the Alms­
house one person has died since the last report, Melvin Dud­
ley, on August 3. 1930. There have 'been two old men re­
quiring continued service from chronic troubles of the aged.
As Health Officer I have to report the usual number of 
nuisances which have been abated in so far as they could be 
under the circumstances applying to each case. Most of them 
have been cases of deposit of garbage and other filth, includ­
ing dead animals in places where they became offensive to 
the public. Until Calais has some provision of some kind 
for disposal of garbage these nuisances will persist. Some 
of them are due to ignorance, some to wilfulness, but most 
to carelessness and a great many to exasperation at condi­
tions due to lack of any legitimate provision for disposal. 
During the summer Calais can and should have at least a 
weekly systematic collection of garbage. This is a greater 
need than the average person realizes.
As to communicable diseases, there has been no con­
secutive number of related caser of anything amounting to 
an epidemic. There have been reported four cases of scar­
let fever, all mild with no death: eleven cases of mumps: 
six of measles; two of chicken-pox and one of typhoid. 
There have been but three cases of pneumonia reported, 
though many deaths have veen assigned to that cause and 
though all types ol' pneumonia are reportable. It is reas­
onable to suppose that there have been many more than three 
cases of infectious lobar pneumonia but nobody reports 
them. Pneumonia is a frequent and complication of the 
chronic or feeble and so gets assigned as the direct cause 
of death. Left over from previous years or discovered dur­
ing this one have been three typhoid carriers. One of these
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veillance. Two are still kno:wn active carriers and are 
supervised by the State.
The annual Clean-Up Week in May was one of the two 
most successful ones of the eight we have had since 1921. 
To have another one more money will have to be raised. 
In the absence of any other sanitary service these annual 
.■weeks are indispensable and must be supported and car­
ried on.
Respectfully,
CHARLES E. COOK, M. D.,
Local Health Officer
LIBRARY EXPENSES
Receipts
Receipts from Appropriation, $1,800.00
Receipts from Refund, .20
$1,800.20
Expended, $1,595.02
Undrawn to Summary, 205.18
$1,800.20
LIBRARY REPAIRS AND IMPROVEMENTS
Receipts
Receipts from Appropriation, $250.00
Overdrawn to Summary, 158.96
Expended per Warrants,
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$408.96  
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LIBRARY BOOK ACCOUNT
Receipts
Balance from 19 29-3 0 Acct., $1,029.76
Received from Income of J. S. Pike
Funds, 845.93
State of Maine, 180.00
$2,055.69
Expended per Warrants, $925.29
Balance forward to New Acct., 1,130.40
$2,055.69
LIBRARY
Calais, Me., May 4, 1931
To the Mayor and City Council:
In behalf of the Trustees of the Calais Free Library, I 
submit the following report:
Total number of books drawn for the year ending May 
4, 1931, 20,152; for the year 1930, 19,454; increase 698.
Number of readers at the tables for the year 1931, 
3,354; for the year 1930, 3,004; increase 350.
Number of new patrons for the year 1931, 289; for 
the year 19 3 0, 20 6; increase 83.
Number of books added 1931, 454; for the year 1930, 
400; increase 54.
Circulation for 1931, 20.514
Circulation for 1930, 19,454
Circulation for 1929, 18,704
Circulation for 1928, 18.335
Circulation for 1927, 16,847
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The following sets of ibooks have been added the past
year:
A new edition of the Book o f Knowledge 
Boy Scout Pamphlets, eighty-seven  
Four Children’s Libraries, fifty books 
A new Webster’s International Dictionary 
A new set of Nelson’s Loose Leaf Ency­
clopedia, with index
Bailey’s Encyclopedia of Horticulture, 
three volumes.
Since last report new shelves have been added, also 
during vacation in August the interior of the building was 
redecorated by Mr. Joseph Lee man in a very satisfactory 
manner.
The floor in the stock room needs painting and a new 
sign for the front of the building obtained.
A new card catalogue is an urgent necessity.
A small appropriation should be made to provide these 
needs.
Respectfully submitted,
MARY A. CURRAN, President.
ANTI-TUBERCULOSIS SOCIETY
Receipts
A p p r o p r i a t i o n ,
Paid Washington Co. Anti-Tuberculosis
$75.00
Society, $75.00
BOY SCOUTS
Receipts
A p p r o p r i a t i o n ,
P a i d  W a r r a n t  No.  8,
$150.00
$150.00
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FIRE DEPARTMENT & HYDRANT RENTAL
Appropriation, 
Sale of Horse,
Receipts
$16,500.00
75.00
Expended per Warrants, 
Undrawn to Summary,
$16,575.00
$16,298.55
276.45
$16,575.00
FOREST FIRES
Appropriation,
Expended per Warrants, 
Undrawn to Summary,
Receipts
$1,300.00
$1,046.63
253.37
$1,300.00
NEW HOSE
Receipts
Received from Appropriation. $3 00.00
Transferred from Contingent, 300.00
Expended per Warrants,
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$600.00
$600.00
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REPORT OF CHIEF ENGINEER OF FIRE 
DEPARTMENT
To the Honorable Mayor and Board of Aldermen :
Gentlemen: I respectfully submit my report for the
fiscal year ending March 31, 1931.
During the past year the Department has responded to 
236 alarms. Hose Company No. 1 answered 123; Hose 
Company, No. 2, answered 113. Hose No. 1 laid 13,450 
feet of Hose; Hose No. 2 laid 10,500 feet of Hose.
The property of the Fire Department consists of one 
Brick Fire House on Church Street and one Wooden build­
ing on Boardman Street; one Fire Truck and 1800 feet of  
Hose on Boardman Street; one Fire Truck and 29 00 feet 
of Hose on Church Street, and Gamewell Electric Fire 
Alarm System.
For financial statement please refer to the Auditor’s 
r e p o r t .
CHAS. V. GILLIS, Chief Engineer.
CALAIS CATHOLIC CEMETERY
Receipts
Appropriation,
Paid Warrant in favor Rev. Geo. Pettit,
$200.00
$ 200.00
RED BEACH CEMETERY
Receipts
Appropriation,
Paid per Sundry Warrants, 
Undrawn balance to Summary,
$125.00
124.63
.37
$125 .00
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CALAIS CEMETERY
Receipts
Appropriation, ? 800.00
Collected by Mr. Simpson, Supt., 1,229.10
Paid by Miss Miller, 5.00
$2,034.10
Paid per Warrants, $1,865.57
Undrawn balance to Summary, 168.53
$2,034.10
CEMETERY
To the Honorable Mayor and Board of Aldermen:
I respectfully submit my report for the year ending 
April 1, 1931.
Number of interments in Calais Cemetery from April 
1, 1930 to March 31, 1931.
April, 8
May, 12
June, 0
July, 6
August, 10
September, 6
October, 11
November, 5
December, 5
January, 8
February, 8
March, 2
Total, 81
MELVIN SIMPSON,
Supt. of Calais Cemetery.
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CALAIS BAND
Receipts
Appropriation,
Paid Warrant No. 16,
COMPENSATION INSURANCE
Receipts
Appropriation,
Paid Warrant No. 7,
CITY BUILDING EXPENSES
Receipts
Appropriation,
Expended as per Warrants, $ ],040.57
Undrawn to Summary, 159.43
CITY BUILDING REPAIRS
Receipts
Appropriation,
Expended as per Warrants. $135.12
Undrawn to Summary, 264.88
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$300.00
$300.00
$629.72
$629.72
$ 1 , 200.00
$ 1 ,200.00
$400.00
$400 .00
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CONTINGENT
Receipts
Appropriation,
Sale of Rails,
Licenses,
S. J. Court for Light and Heat.
State for Tax on Bank Stock,
Refund for Burial of Soldier's Widow, 
Refund on Telephone,
Refund from State for Commitment 
of Insane,
State for R. R. and Telegraph Tax, 
Supplementary Tax, 1930,
Refunded by Treasurer,
Bal. of Morang Robinson Note,
$7,800.00
700.00
574.00 
15.00
4,219.56
100.00 
7.15
38.82
2,078.92
68.10
11.24
8.00
Expended
Paid Warrants,
Transferred to Highway, 
Transferred to New Hose,
Undrawn to Summary,
$15,620.79
$3,145.44
5 , 000.00
300.00
7,175.35
$15,620.79
PARKS EXPENSES
Receipts
Received from Appropriation, $250.00
Received from Rent of Ground, 15.00
Expended per Warrants, 
Undrawn to Summary,
$265.00
$246.61
18.39
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DEPENDENT CHILDREN
Receipts
Appropr ation,
Expended as per Warrants, $872.27
Undrawn to Summary, 776.73
ELECTION EXPENSES
Receipts
Appropriation,
Expended per Warrants, 1,268.13
Undrawn to Summary, 231.87
MOTHER’S AID
Receipts
Received from Appropriation, $600.00
Received from State, 576.00
Received from State, 106.00
Expended per Warrants, $504.60
Undrawn to Summary, 778.00
$1,650.00
$1,650.00
$1,500.00
$1,500.00
$1,282.50
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MEMORIAL DAY
Receipts
$125.00 
$125.00
Received from Appropriation, 
Expended per Warrant,
PAYMENT ON SERIAL BOND
Received per Appropriation, 
Paid at Fidelity Trust Co.,
$3,000.00
$3,000.00
SALARY
Received per Appropriation, 
Paid Salaries as per Warrants,
$3,850.00
$3,850.00
HEALTH
Receipts
Appropriation,
Expended per Warrants,
Undrawn to Summary,
$300.00
$282.75
17.25
$300.00
STATE TAX
Received for Appropriation, 
Paid as per Warrant,
5 0
$24,351.56
$24,351.56
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COUNTY TAX
Received for Appropriation,
Paid as per Warrant,
THIRD CLASS HIGHWAY
Receipts
Received from State, $2,230.77
Overdrawn balance to .Summary, 118.95
Paid as per Warrants,
COMMON SCHOOLS
Receipts
Received from Appropriation, 
Balance of 1930 Acct.,
Received from State,
Overdrawn balance to 1931 Acct.,
$14,642.25
926.07
11,331.15
1,112.11
Paid as per Warrants,
HIGH SCHOOL
Receipts
Received f r o m  A p p r o p r i a t i o n ,  $ 6 ,3 0 2 .4 6
Balance of  1930  Acct . ,  3 , 2 7 3 .0 6
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$9,993.98
$,9,993.98
$2,349.72
$2,349.72
$28,011.58
$28,011.58
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Received from Tuition and Conveyance, 1,490.00 
Trustees of Calais Academy, 2,436.64
$13,502.16
Paid as per Warrants, $12,721.98
Undrawn 'balance to 1931 Acct., 780.18
$13,502.16
MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL
Receipts
Received for Appropriation, $ 629.99
Balance from 19 30 Acct., 170.01
Received from State, 1,066.68
$ 1 , 866.68
Paid as per Warrants, $1,861.86
Undrawn balance to 19 31 Acct., 4.82
$ 1 , 866.68
DOMESTIC SCIENCE SCHOOL
Receipts
Received balance of 1930 Acct., $540.42
Received from State, 800.01
$1,340.43
$1,229.28
111.15
Paid as per Warrants,
Undrawn balance to 19 31 Acct.,
$1,340.43
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Receipts
Received from Appropriation, $1,629.00
Received from State, 1,350.00
Paid as ,per Warrants, 
Undrawn balance to 19 31,
' S  J
$2,859.00
120.00
SCHOOL SUPERVISION
Received from Appropriation,
Paid as per Warrants, $1,290.00
Paid balance of 1930 Acct., 161.20
SCHOOL REPAIRS
Receipts
Received from Appropriation, $5,134.24
Received Insurance for Fire Damage, 799.87
Paid as per Warrants, $2,071,32
Paid overdrawn balance o f  1930 Acct., 2,634.24  
Balance forward to 1931, 1,228.55
$2,979.00
$2,979.00
$1,451.20
$1,451.20
$5,934.11
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SCHOOL NURSE
Receipts
Received from Appropriation, $ 300.00
Received from State, 100.00
Received from Woman’s City Cluto, 1,100.00
Paid as per Warrants,
$1,500.00
$1,500.00
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Receipts
Received from Appropriation, $4,270.47
Received from Refund, 40.29
Overdrawn balance to 1931 Acct., 1,561.17
$5,871.93
Paid as per Warrants, $4,101.46
Paid Overdrawn balance of 1930 Acct., 1,770.47
$5,871.93
SCHOOL TEXT BOOKS
Received for Appropriation, $2,734.39
Paid as per Warrants, $2,289.44
Undrawn balance to 19 31 Acct., 494.95
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SCHOOL MUSIC
Received from Parent Teacher Association, 
Paid as per Warrant,
SCHOOL INSURANCE
Received from Appropriation,
Paid as per Warrants,
Paid balance' of 193 0 Acct., 
Undrawn balance to 1931 Acct.,
$241.77
80.26
77.97
SCHOOL OFFICER
Received balance 1930 Acct.,
Paid as per Warrant, $ 50.00
Undrawn balance to new Acct., 150.00
$437.50
$437.50
$400.00
$400.00
$ 200.00
$ 200.00
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REPORT OF SUPERINTENDING SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Frank R. Bailey, Term Expires 1933
Mrs. W. A. Murchie, Term Expires 19 32
Clarence B. Beckett, Term Expires 19 3 4
ACADEMY BOARD
Frank N. Beckett, Term Expires 1932
B. W. Corliss, Term Expires 19 32
Clifton Grearson, Term Expires 1932
FRED C. ENGLISH, 
Superintendent of Schools
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To the Superintending School Committee of Calais:
I herewith submit my second annual report as Superin­
tendent of Schools for the year 19 30-31.
Plans started a year ago towards a renovation of the 
entire school plant have been carried forward during the 
past year. The Academy was painted outside with two coats 
of lead and oil so that this building has now been complete­
ly renovated inside and out.
There was a small fire in the cupola of the Church 
Street building, the insurance of which was used to repair 
the damage and to assist in redecorating the building which 
was done from top to bottom.
Every room in the: Milltown building was painted, 
murescoed, and varnished At South Street new slate black­
boards were installed. The interior of the Manual Traning 
building was covered 'with celotex. Besides these paint jobs 
many other minor repairs were taken care of. This work 
has rendered these buildings fairly habitable. Neverthe­
less they are still a long way from being ideal class and 
school rooms.
No material changes have taken place in the general 
school structure except in Milltown, where the Platoon 
scheme has been somewhat modified so that now it seems to 
possess many of the advantages of the Platoon scheme to­
gether with all the advantages of the old time school. .Sup­
plied with a new principal this school has been a marked 
improvement over the old school.
Continuing my policy of supplying a text book in each 
fundamental subject to every child I have purchased quant­
ities of text books so that now that goal is practically in 
sight. I believe that the results of this policy will be re­
flected in the improved scholarship of our pupils a few 
years hence.
The year’s faculty has been on the whole satisfactory. 
As a whole the teachers of our public schools compare excep­
tionally favorably with the employees of any other institu­
tion, commercial or otherwise. They are generally devoted 
to their task, loyal to their profession, endeavoring to make 
life a little better for the coming generation.
This last year, when the outlook has not been so bright 
for many people, has influenced many children to remain in 
school who otherwise might have gone to work. As a re-
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suit our capacity to house the children properly has been 
more than reached. lit is not far distant when more ade­
quate facilities and better buildings must be provided.
I believe that the Calais schools are in a normal and 
healthy condition, other than in the case of bousing. Most 
of the problems which have confronted us have been solved 
or there is a prospect that they will soon be solved.
Respectfully submitted,
FRED C. ENGLISH, Supt. of Schools.
REPORT OF FRED A. TARBOX, PRINCIPAL OF 
CALAIS ACADEMY
To M'r. Fred C. English, Supt. of Schools for the City of
Calais:
I herewith submit my report as principal of Calais Acad-
emy for 1930-31.
Registration
Boys Girls Total
Freshmen, 37 49 96
.Sophomores, 26 36 62
Juniors, 20 46 66
Seniors, 21 41 62
Post Graduates, 2 2
Grand Total, 288
Health
During the 'winter term we had six lectures by Dr. 
Hadley o f the State Department of Health. These talks have 
been informational and I believe are excellent, due to their 
application in the future welfare of our pupils who are to 
take up their duties as citizens of the community.
Group talks have been given to the boys and girls on 
personal hygiene. Although none of these are required, I 
believe that health education is of paramount importance.
Course of Study
We have decided that a divided course of study in 
civics and history could not be thorough. To eliminate this
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deficiency a full year’s course in Civics lias been added for 
Juniors. The Seniors are to take a full year’s work in Amer­
ican History.
This limitation of time is not the real reason for the 
change. We believe that our schools should be more in line 
with everyday life. Our school curriculums are archaic in 
that they do not meet the natural requirements of the pupil 
as a citizen. It has been truly said, “That democracy does 
not flow through the schools.”
This criticism cannot be laid at the door of the high 
school alone. We are influenced by college requirements. 
In the pursuit of some college courses the student does not 
enter the school of life. We should try to graduate pupils 
who may in some future time as citizens be cognizant of de­
ception in government. Government by the best minds is 
better than political favoritism.
The pupil should have a knowledge of his own country; 
its government, and its institutions. He should study geo­
graphy with a purpose. The Seniors, before graduating, 
should have a working knowldege of Arithmetic. In Eng­
lish he should know words, and how to use them in 'written 
composition. Classical literature should not be entirely 
neglected. The pupil should know the best literature of his 
own time, and be qualified to use his knowledge of English 
for practical purposes.
Improvements
We have accomplished something due to the fact that 
Mr. English has a definite plan of gradual improvements. 
I.n an edition of the Calais Advertiser I have printed a num­
ber of things that 'we need. It is my firm conviction that 
if we plan for the future and make improvements gradually, 
and within our appropriations, we shall have a high school 
which needs no apologies.
The Pupils
We have a fine group of young people, loyal, and with 
a fine sense of decency of what a young person should be in 
his relations 'with others. A few are preparing for college, 
and will be a credit to the school. There are a few who 
cannot adapt themselves to certain studies. We cannot 
rightfully deprive them of a chance to further their school 
work. It has been our aim to fit them into our course of
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study without injuring the standard of the school. We 
are utilizing our school plant to the limits of our time and 
teaching force. Five pupils entered college from this school 
last year, and all have done commendable work.
Athletics
We have been very successful with our teams this year. 
There has been some talk in regard to the conduct of the 
same, but I have taken up various complaints with a great 
deal of care. Our pupils are fair. They have conducted 
themselves with credit to the school while on trips to the 
various towns. At the dances, they have conducted them­
selves as young ladies and gentlemen should.
Several people not connected with the school have been 
diinking on these trips; but the people who are more inti­
mately connected with what is going on will back me in my 
assertion that our pupils of Calais Academy have done 
nothing that would mar the good name of the school. I 
do not assume that we are perfect, but it is much better to  
“get our backs to the wheel” instead of knocking.
The Faculty
Miss Bates has taken the place of Miss Grearson in the 
History Department. We have organized the work and hope 
to have this department practical and helpful. Miss Bates 
has done commendable work this year.
Miss Leighton has taken the place of Mrs. Roy Leavitt. 
The commercial department is by far the largest in the 
school. The pupils have made marked progress in the work 
this year.
Miss Fleming has done excellent work with Bookkkeep- 
ing, Commercial Law, and Business Practico. Her depart­
ment needs to he greatly enlarged to keep in step with mod­
ern methods of business practice.
Miss Hill has charge of the orchestra, and has put on 
several interesting plays which the pupils have enjoyed. 
Miss Hanson has charge of the Broadcast, and has assisted  
Mr. Lane as pianist during the aong assemblies. Miss Lamer  
has given her annual French Party. A French Club has 
held meetings during the year with interesting meetings. 
Mr. Barrett has had a very successful year. His work with 
the pupils Is well worth my commendation.
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Extra-Curricular Activities
We have enjoyed the work of Mr. Lane at the Academy 
this year. Chorus singing is one of the most important 
means of fostering the better things of life. Singing is one 
of the school activities which is carried beyond the school 
days of the pupils. It teaches patriotism, loyalty and friend­
ship in more striking 'ways than any other media.
Our assemblies have been much better than last year 
due to the fact that the pupils take an interest in this type 
of entertainment. More valuable lessons can be taught by 
assembly programs than through the printed page. Good 
assemblies are conducive to good friendship.
Further Needs
Last year L stressed the need of better facilities for 
the noon lunch. I hope that we can make some progress 
along that line this year.
We need hot water in the girl’s basement. We need 
a room for the care of pupils who are taken ill during school 
hours, but at present this is impossible due to the lack of 
room.
We are doing all we can with the money, time, and 
space allotted to us. When a new building is e'rected then 
we can go on 'with more advantages for the pupils and 
•teachers.
I wish to thank Dr. Miner, Dr. Bunker and Dr. Cobb 
for free consultation with relation to the physical welfare 
of the pupils. Charles Gillis has again been of great as­
sistance as business manager of many activities. Clowes 
Warnock and Walter McFarland have been my laboratory 
assistants, and have done good work. Catherine Anderson, 
Arlene D'welley, Elizabeth Rutherford, Marjorie Ross, and 
others have all contributed a great deal of time in carrying 
on activities connected with the school.
The Debating Team
The team this year consists of two seniors and two 
juniors. Herbert Cook, Charles Gillis, John Reynolds and 
Alvah Hall. They have given preliminary debates at St. 
Stephen, Eastport, and our own Rotary Club.
New Books
We now have a new Encyclopedia Britannica. Refer-
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ence books in English and Histo'iy have been added to our 
school library. Every pupil in the school has a usable 
text book in his subjects. This type of management has 
been appreciated by the teachers and pupils alike.
Respectfully submitted,
FRED A. TARBOX, Principal.
CHURCH STREET SCHOOL
The registration of Church Street School for the year 
19 30-1931 has exceeded that of the previous year by thirty
pupils, the enrollment being as follows:
G rade Boys Girls Total
1 16 20 36
2 21 31 52
3 25 16 41
4 22 19 41
5 19 27 46
6, 2 divisions 31 39 70
7, 2 divisions, 39 23 62
8, 2 divisions, 30 36 66
9, 3 divisions 48 51 99
Total, 251 262 513
This enrollment has been reduced by numerous cases of 
whooping cough and measles among the first and second 
grades. Some of these pupils lost so much time that it was 
unadvisable for them to try to make up such time.
Grade two registers fifty-two pupils and we have found 
it much too largo to devote a great deal of time to the in­
dividual. Our rooms are scaled for thirty to thirty-five 
pupils and all over such numbers deduct from the efficiency 
of good work.
Grade five has suffered much of the same inconvenience 
as grade two, although in both cases the ability of each 
teacher has been proved and work has been up to standard.
Grade nine this year has ninety-nine as compared to 
eighty-three last year. This grade should havo a curriculum  
to include such subjects and activities aa will induce the 
pupil to carry over from the eighth grade. Here seems to
(13
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be the breaking point and unless the course becomes attrac­
tive the dormant desire is not stimulated by the non- 
flexible course. The remaining grades are normal when 
compared with last year and show very favorable results.
Attendance
Attendance has been average in spite of the numerous 
cases of whooping cough, measles and the usual community 
sickness. Tardiness as caused by weather and distance 
from homes prevails although we are working to reduce it 
to a minimum.
Truancy appears only in certain cases and is not gen­
eral. Lack of proper interest creates in the pupil the prob­
lems we have to deal 'with.
Improvements
The new passage way connecting the main building with 
the Gymnasium has many advantages. I find the rooms, 
corridors and pupils have been warmer and not exposed to
A new clock, wired to ring period signals, has been 
installed. New chairs for the Home Economic Department, 
also new ceiling and more equipment for Manual Training, 
sudden changes of indoor and outside temperatures. There 
is less confusion during class changes to and from the Gym 
as the pupils are under constant supervision.
From money earned by an operetta last fall we have 
subscribed to numerous magazines for the Library, also 
purchased two silver Basket Ball statuettes to be used as 
awards for Junior High interclass games.
Noon Lunch
Aided by the American Red Cross the Domestic Science 
class prepared a hot lunch, in a variety of forms, for pupils 
bringing their lunch during the 'winter term. The extra 
“hot dish,” proved to be a healthful as well as desirable 
help to the pupils. I believe such a project could be develop­
ed to give pupils actual experiences in preparing, serving 
and in social relations of groups outside as well as in the 
home.
Faculty
We. have three new members with us this year: Miss 
Elizabeth Beckett, ninth grade English; Mr. Harold Hamil-
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ton, ninth grade History, and Mr. Bernard Cough, Physical 
Instructor. All the teachers have given every bit of energy 
and cooperation that could be had and have worked hard 
to make this year a success. I wish to thank them at this 
time for all that they have made possible.
I also 'wish to thank the School Board and Superintend­
ent for their co-operation during the year. To the parents 
and citizens I extend my thanks for their cooperation and 
support in the activities and routine of our work.
Respectfully submitted,
GERALD SCOVILL, Principal.
MILLTOWN GRAMMAR SCHOOL 
The enrollment for the year has been as follows:
Grade 1, 31
Grade 2 34
Grade 3, 30
Grade 4, 27
Grade 5, 30
Grade 6, 25
Grade 7, 25
Grade 8, 16
Total, 218
The teachers for the year have been as follows: Reginald  
Dority, Principal, Grade 7-8; Elva Blaney, Grade 5-6; Mary 
Boone, Grade 4; Elizabeth Higgins, Grade 3; Druscilla Mac- 
Arthur, Grade 3; Viola MacArthur, Grade 1; Philip Taylor, 
Physical Training; Frank Lane, Music; Henry Tompkins, 
Manual Training; Grace Goldsmith. Domestic Science.
Mr. Taylor has had charge of the textbook work in 
physiology in Grades 5-8. Health posters were made in 
this department. A new basket ball, a soccer ball, bean 
bags and a rubber ball, also base ball supplies have been 
furnished, all o f  which have been helpful. We have had a 
good basket ball team, but have played only live games.
Miss Gregory, the school nurse, has done excellent 
work for us  this year. She has come regularly to check u p
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on the condition of the children and has attended promptly 
to all cases to which I have called her attention. Through 
her advice health material has been placed in the hands 
of all the children
Under the direction of Mr. Lane the children have im­
proved rapidly in sight reading of music, also in quality of 
tone. The teachers have cooperated heartily and all the 
grades seem to be making good progress. Two public dem­
onstrations have been well attended by the parents and all 
seem well pleased 'with the work of this department. An 
additional half-day per week and a definite course of study • 
would put our school on a par with others in this subject. 
Perhaps it is not necessary to add that a new piano would 
be a most valuable acquisition.
Miss Tuttle, the reading specialist, who was with us 
for a time in the fall, gave all the teachers most helpful 
ideas with practical demonstrations. Her work in English 
was equally valuable.
The school building has been put in very satisfactory 
working condition. The Celotex furnished and laid over 
the room occupied by Grade 1 has much improved conditions 
in that room, giving it an even temperature, prevening the 
backing up of snow under the shingles and the icing up of 
the fire escape. The “ice house” has lost its nickname. 
New slate blackboards have been installed for Grades 5-6, 
and the boards in the other rooms reslated. The fresh coat 
of paint applied to the interior of the building during vaca­
tion has given cheerful surroundings to both teachers and 
pupils.
A change in the electric lighting system to something 
more modem would be a desirable improvement. In the 
interests of economy, some repairs should be made on the 
front platform, steps and doors. A conductor across the 
front of the building to keep the water from the steps would 
tend to preserve the steps and keep them from iceing up 
during the winter. A new floor is needed in the Physical 
Training room. If the materials were furnished, I would 
be responsible for having it laid.
Materials for our hot noon lunch have been furnished 
by the Red Cross. It has been prepared at home by one of 
the teachers each week and brought to school in a large 
Thermos jug. Each teacher has done her part willingly 
and well, making the noon lunch a success.
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Special programs and chapel exercises have been held 
at various times through the year. A play is now being 
prepared, to be given a little later.
In closing, I wish to thank all who have helped to 
make the present school year a pleasant one. Especially 
would I thank the superintendent and the members of the 
school committee, 'who have stood behind me on every occas­
ion, and have furnished so liberally all needed materials. 
I would also thank the teachers for their hearty cooperation 
and the parents and other members of the community for 
the many expressions of kindness and hospitality.
Respectfully submitted,
REGINALD H. DORITY.
TEACHERS, JANITORS AND CONVEYANCE FOR 1930-31
Platoon School
Gerald Scovil, 
Ethel McPherson, 
Elizabeth Beckett 
Florence Boone, 
Gertrude Spires, 
Ella McVay, 
Doreen Gregory, 
Kathleen Butler, 
Edna Spurling, 
Alice Rhodes, 
Harold Hamilton, 
Helen Garcelon, 
Blanche Hall, 
Bertha Gregory, 
Frank Lane, 
Henry Tompkins, 
Bernard Cough, 
Grace Goldsmith,
Principal 
Grade 9 
Grade 9 
Grade 8 
Grade 7 
Grade 6 
Grades 4-5 
Grades 2-3 
Grade 1 
Auditorium  
Auditorium  
Library 
Penm anship  
Nurse 
Music
Manual Training  
Physical Training  
Dom estic Science
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Calais
Fred Tarbox,
E. Lou Hill,
Mollie Hanson, 
Mary Bates,
Elspeth Larner, 
Dan Barrett,
Mary Fleming, 
Leona Leighton,
Academy
Principal
Latin
English
History
French
Mathematics
Commercial
Commercial
Milltown School
Reginald Dority, Principal— Grades 7-8
Elva Blaney, 
Druscilla MacArthur, 
Viola MacArthur, 
Elizabeth Higgins, 
Mary Boone,
Philip Taylor,
Grades 5-6 
Grades 3-4 
Grades 1-2 
Auditorium 
Library 
Physical Education
South Street
Kathleen McVay, 
Edith McKusick, 
Thelma Butler, 
Belle Woodcock, 
Brook School,
Red Beach School,
No. completing 8th Grade, 
No. completing High School,
NO. ENROLLED
General Course,
College Course,
Scientific Course,
Commercial Course,
Principal— Grade 5 
Grades 3-4 
Grade 2 
Grade 1 
Georgina Gillis 
Melva Fraser
Boys Girls Total
32 30 62
20 36 56
HIGH SCHOOL
Boys Girls Total
6 6 12
7 31 38
28 23 51
27 62 83
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Men Women Total
Elementary Teachers, 6 23 29
Secondary Teachers, 2 8 10
Men Women
Average annual salary of Elem entary Teachers, |1 2 6 7 $800
Secondary Teachers, 1600 1269
Enrolled Grades 1-6 7-12 Total
Boys, 312 218 530
Girls, 309 238 547
Total, 621 456 1077
Average daily attendance, 707.2 271.6 978.8
W eeks in School Year, 36
Boy® Girls Total
Grade 1, 51 42 93
Grade 2, 62 58 120
Grade 3, 56 47 103
Grade 4, 50 42 92
Grade 5, 54 63 117
Grade 6, 39 57 96
Grade 7. 56 33 89
Grade 8, 45 38 83
Grade 9, 49 50 99
Grade 10, 2 3 37 60
Grade 11, 25 43 68
Grade 12, 20 3 7 57
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STATEMENT OF CITY AUDITOR
To the Honorable Mayor and Board of Aldermen:
Gentlemen:
I herewith present statem ents showing the Receipts and 
Expenses of the several departments for the fiscal year end­
ing March 31, 1931, as per bills and vouchers on file at the 
office in City Building.
Yours truly,
M. BRADISH, Auditor.
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UNPAID TAX OF 1930
On Poll and Personal
Allen, Harry 
Allen, John 
Allen, Arthur 
Adams, James 
Allen, Fred 
Andrews, John M. 
Barnard, Ivan 
Bonness, Earl 
Bonness, John C. 
Baker, Alden 
Baker, John 
Bayliss, Clarence J. 
Blaney, Merrill 
Buzzell, Allen  
Bailey, Jesse  
Baker, Lawrence 
Baker, Kenneth  
Bernardini,
Byer, Julius 
Byer, Jacob 
Barstow, Fred 
Beckett, John G. 
Brogan, M. A.
Britt, Edw. L. 
Buell, V. C.
Buell & Rutherford  
Baker, Oliver F. 
Basestt, Calvin 
Bailey, Otis 
Bovard, Jam es 
Cater, Wm. L. 
Chambers, Dan 
Cookeon, Jas. A. 
Cookson, Wm. P. 
Cookson, Wm. D.
Poll Personal
$3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00 28.50
3.00 28.50
3.00
3.00
3.00 30.60
3.00 2.55
10.20
Bal. 115.00
3.00
3.00
51.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00 6.38
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Crossman, Elton 
Crossman, John R. 
Corliss, Ben 
Chambers, Odber 
Chambers, Ralph H. 
•Clark, Percy 
Clark, Frank M. 
•Campbell, Harry 
Campbell, Leslie 
Carter, Fred 
Commins, W. J. 
Christie, Andrew 
•Clark, Roy 
Clerke, Dean 
Coleman, George 
Coleman, Dan 
Conners, Hugh 
Corbett, Dan 
Cun an, Wm. T. 
Curran, John E. 
Calais Motor Co., 
Canavan, James 
Claridge, Haller, 
Claridge, George 
Clark, Carl 
Carter, Leonard 
Cummings, Albion 
Daley, M. A. 
Dauphinee, Ed. 
Donovan, Ralph 
Donovan, Harry 
Driscoll, David, Jr. 
Driscoll, John T. 
Driscoll, Patrick 
Doyle, Wm.
Driscoll, James 
Dudley, Earl 
De Boyes, Alfred 
Doten, Wilbur 
Dwelley, Linwood 
Donahue, David
Poll . Personal
3.00
23.69
3.00 5.10
3.00
3.00
3.00 1.28
3.00 6.38
3.00
3.00
3.00
25.50
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00 2.55
663.00
3.00
3.00
300
3.00
3.00
3.00 1.28
3.00 5.10
3.00 38.25
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00 25.50
3.00
3.00 1.28
3.00 1.28
5.10
3.00
3.00 10.20
■
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Eary, Frank 
Eagan, Leo 
Eye, Vernard 
Fenderson, Frank 
Fleming, Stephen 
Fleming, John 
Fleming, Israel 
,Fitzsimm ons, Wm. 
Fitzsimm ons, John 
Fitzsimm ons, Dan 
Frost, Orrison 
Fur Furo, Jos. P. 
Frost, Chas.
Frost, Herbert 
Finnigan, Pat 
Forsythe, Edward 
Frost, Norman 
Gibson, George L. 
Greenlaw, 'Chas. A. 
Greenlaw, Parker 
Greenlaw, James T. 
Greenlaw, W allace 
Greenlaw, Charles 
Gaddis, Robert 
Gibson, Aubrey 
Gibson, Herbert 
Grant, Harry 
Gray, Paul 
Griffin, Leo J. 
Grearson, Wm. 
Greenleaf, Irvin 
Gildart, Robert 
Gomez, Robert 
Glidden, Joseph  
Gregory, Harold 
Hanson, W hitney 
Hawks, Raymond 
Hanson, Chas. B. 
Hooper, W inslow  
Hill, Earl 
Haney, Chas.
Poll Personal
3.00
3.00 2.55
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00 2.55
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00 2.55
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00 15.30
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00 5.10
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00 10.20
3.00
3.00
3.00 3.83
3.00
3.00
3.00
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Hornbrook, Skiffington 
Hornbrook, Wm.
Hall, 'Clyde 
Hall, Ralph 
Higgins, Daniel C. 
Higgins, David 
Hillman, Frank J. 
Haskins, Elmo 
Haywood, Arthur 
Hill, C. F.
Hill, Norman 
Johnson, Max 
Johnson, Arthur 
Jensen, Earl 
Johnson, I. B.
Jacobs, Herbert 
Johnson, Lloyd 
Kyle, Curtis 
Kyle, Richard 
Kyle, Catherine 
Kelley, John T. 
Kirkpatrick, Ernest 
Langille, Nathan 
Lee, Levi 
Laskey, Edw. 
Lawrence, Ben 
Lee, Sumner 
Libby, Bert 
Lynn, Fred 
Levy, A.
Lowther, Robert 
Lawrence, Henry 
Lee, Jesse 
Love, Charles 
Love, William  
Mulholland, Fred 
McGovern, James 
McPhail, Reed 
McPheters, Kenneth 
Miner, Howard 
Moffit, Fred
Poll . Personal
3.00
3.00
3.00 31.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00 5.10
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00 15.30
3.00 1.28
3.00 25.50
3.00
3.00
5.10
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00 188.70
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00 5.10
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Poll Personal
Mylen, Frank 3.00
McDonald, Lewis 3.00
McDonald, Edward 3.00
McDonald, Alex 3.00
Marrs, Andrew Bal. 2.65
Miller, Chas. 3.00
Miller, Chas. H. 3.00
Mitchell, Franklin 3.00
McConnell, Thomas 3.00
McCoubrey, Nevil 3.00
McCoubrey, Albert 3.00
McLean, W allace 3.00
McLean, K. G. 3.00
Murchie, Albert 3.00
Murchie, Victor 3.00* 5.10
Murphy, Ralph 3.00
McFaul, J. C. 3.00 10.20
McLain, Daniel 3.00
Mabey, Howard 3.00
Marrs, Ralph 3.00
Moore, Hazel C. 25.50
Moore, Sydney 3.00 20.40
McKay, Geo. IE. 3.00
McNamara, D. W. 3.00
McNamara, J. F. 3.00
Mitchell, Leonard 3.00
Marshall, Henry 3.00
Mingo, Geo. 3.00
Mingo, Henry 3.00
Neiland, Vinal 3.00
Nichols, Albert 3.00
Norwood, H. C. 3.00 5.10
O’Neill, Vincent 3.00
Olsson, N. A. Bal. 285.77
O’N eill, B. F. 3.00 5.10
O’Hara, John E. 3.00
Osborne, Jas. E. 3.00 163.20
Porter, Harry H. 3.00 2.55
P o r te r ,  E i le y  R. 3.00
P e a c o c k , L e s te r 3.00
P a t t e n ,  M a tth e w 3.00
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Patten, Emily 
Pike, Arthur 
Perry, Frank 
Pettit, Thomas 
Preston, Thomas 
Plvee, Wm.
Price, E. R.
Paul, Elbert 
Peacock, John 
Pickard, Fred J. 
Pomeroy, Ben 
Phelan, Wm.
Phelan, Joseph 
Pede, Asa 
Russell, Wilfrecl 
Randall, Oran 
Redding, Jas. H. 
Ryan, Thomas 
Russell, Horace 
Scott, Jerry T. 
Sprague, Asa 
Sprague, Milford 
Sprague, James F. 
Stanhope, Norman 
Stanhope, Arthur 
Steward, Dell 
Sherman, Fred 
Smith, Olin 
Smith, Wm. H. 
Sullivan, Hazen 
Smith, Arthur 
Smith, Arthur M. 
Somers, J. J. & Son 
Steadman, Wm. 
Skidds, Leo 
Skidds, Grattan 
Swan, Minerva 
Short, E. C.
Short, Catherine 
Small, George A. 
Spinney. Norville
Poll Personal
10.20
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00 1.28
3.00 5.10
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00 1.28
3.00 10.20
3.00 1.28
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00 1.28
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00 20.40
3.00 7.65
3.00
3.00 15.30
3.00
3.00 10.20
3.00 5.10
35.70
3.00
3.00
3.00
25.50
3.00
5.10
3.00
3.00
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Taylor, Alexander 
Tyler, Albert 
Tyler, Arthur 
Thomas, Verne 
Townsend, Charlotte 
Trainor, John 
Tracy, Roy 
Townsend, Ern. 
Tupper, Harry F. 
Veazie, Geo.
Vickery, Frank 
Vandine, Frank 
Waycott, Manford 
W heelock, Cliff 
W heeler, Jos.
Walker, W illiam  
Waycott, Irving 
Waycott, Harold 
Webber, Don 
Young, L eavere tt
Poll Personal
3.00
3.00
3.00 28.05
3.00
5.10
3.00 1.28
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00 8.10
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
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